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very dense (and expensive) screening tools.very dense (and expensive) screening tools.

To the extent that rare alleles are importantTo the extent that rare alleles are important

to schizophrenia, study designs based on ato schizophrenia, study designs based on a

naive ‘common disease–common allele’naive ‘common disease–common allele’

model will yield variable and non-replicablemodel will yield variable and non-replicable

results (Kingresults (King et alet al, 2006)., 2006).

Characteristic patterns of age at onset,Characteristic patterns of age at onset,

gender differences and brain changesgender differences and brain changes

associated with schizophrenia are fullyassociated with schizophrenia are fully

compatible with causal influences of rarecompatible with causal influences of rare

severe-effect events, either genetic or epigen-severe-effect events, either genetic or epigen-

etic. Each such event alters the expression,etic. Each such event alters the expression,

timing or function of one of a very largetiming or function of one of a very large

number of genes. The products of thesenumber of genes. The products of these

genes converge in common pathways.genes converge in common pathways.

Aberrations of a pathway by any of multipleAberrations of a pathway by any of multiple

mechanisms may lead to clinically similarmechanisms may lead to clinically similar

disorders.disorders.

Crow’s proposition that schizophreniaCrow’s proposition that schizophrenia

arises from the disruption of uniquely hu-arises from the disruption of uniquely hu-

man genetic elements is very appealing.man genetic elements is very appealing.

This premise, however, need not narrowThis premise, however, need not narrow

the search for causes, genetic, epigeneticthe search for causes, genetic, epigenetic

or environmental. Human speciation likelyor environmental. Human speciation likely

occurred primarily as a result of regulatoryoccurred primarily as a result of regulatory

changes in genes, rather than commonchanges in genes, rather than common

polymorphisms leading to changes in genepolymorphisms leading to changes in gene

sequence (King & Wilson, 1975). The ex-sequence (King & Wilson, 1975). The ex-

traordinary number of repeated elementstraordinary number of repeated elements

in the human genome gave rise to a vastin the human genome gave rise to a vast

number of new genes and regulatory mech-number of new genes and regulatory mech-

anisms. Their architecture also created ananisms. Their architecture also created an

increased risk for copying errors. Thus,increased risk for copying errors. Thus,

one cost of the genomic complexity that en-one cost of the genomic complexity that en-

abled human brain development may be aabled human brain development may be a

de novode novo error rate that results in the main-error rate that results in the main-

tenance of schizophrenia in the population.tenance of schizophrenia in the population.

Autism has recently been shown to beAutism has recently been shown to be

associated with a significantly increasedassociated with a significantly increased

frequency of rarefrequency of rare de novode novo mutations (Sebatmutations (Sebat

et alet al, 2007). These results presage the iden-, 2007). These results presage the iden-

tification of many more rare mutationstification of many more rare mutations

associated with other neurodevelopmentalassociated with other neurodevelopmental

illnesses, as advances in technology enableillnesses, as advances in technology enable

the detection of ever-smaller genomic lesions.the detection of ever-smaller genomic lesions.

The ultimate resolution of this debate lies inThe ultimate resolution of this debate lies in

gene discovery, for which we encourage thegene discovery, for which we encourage the

application of study designs most likely toapplication of study designs most likely to

be fruitful.be fruitful.
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Anticipation and the geneticsAnticipation and the genetics
of psychosisof psychosis

A theoretical model should explain all ofA theoretical model should explain all of

the observed facts. Both the model ofthe observed facts. Both the model of

schizophrenia which proposes many genesschizophrenia which proposes many genes

of small effect (McClellanof small effect (McClellan et alet al, 2007) and, 2007) and

that which proposes few gene mutations ofthat which proposes few gene mutations of

large effect (Craddocklarge effect (Craddock et alet al, 2007) explain, 2007) explain

many of the observed facts. In particular,many of the observed facts. In particular,

the model of many genes of small effectthe model of many genes of small effect

explains the observed spectrum of mentalexplains the observed spectrum of mental

illness, from bipolar disorder, throughillness, from bipolar disorder, through

schizoaffective disorder to schizophrenia.schizoaffective disorder to schizophrenia.

We have both observed schizophreniaWe have both observed schizophrenia

occurring in particular families. One of usoccurring in particular families. One of us

(M.A.) has studied a number of South-(M.A.) has studied a number of South-

Asian families with multiple members withAsian families with multiple members with

schizophrenia. In some of these families,schizophrenia. In some of these families,

patients of a second generation developedpatients of a second generation developed

the illness at a much younger age than theirthe illness at a much younger age than their

parents and their illness was more severe.parents and their illness was more severe.

Thus far we have assumed that these obser-Thus far we have assumed that these obser-

vations were related to the concentration ofvations were related to the concentration of

many genes of small effect within thesemany genes of small effect within these

families.families.

One of us (M.B.-P.) has also observedOne of us (M.B.-P.) has also observed

the same effect, known as anticipation, inthe same effect, known as anticipation, in

a group of families in Slovenia. Thirty-sixa group of families in Slovenia. Thirty-six

parent–offspring pairs with schizophreniaparent–offspring pairs with schizophrenia

were studied. First hospital admission waswere studied. First hospital admission was

used as a proxy for disease onset. In the off-used as a proxy for disease onset. In the off-

spring group, mean age at onset was identi-spring group, mean age at onset was identi-

fied as 23.5 years whereas this was 39.6fied as 23.5 years whereas this was 39.6

years in the parent group. There was ayears in the parent group. There was a

higher mean total number of days of hospi-higher mean total number of days of hospi-

talisation in the first 5 years of treatment intalisation in the first 5 years of treatment in

the offspring group (223the offspring group (223 v.v. 161), and a161), and a

higher mean number of hospitalisationshigher mean number of hospitalisations

over the same period in the offspringover the same period in the offspring

(7.27(7.27 v.v. 7.51) (both results statistically sig-7.51) (both results statistically sig-

nificant). These two measures were used asnificant). These two measures were used as

a proxy for increased intensity of illness.a proxy for increased intensity of illness.

The offspring had a higher level ofThe offspring had a higher level of

education but demonstrated fewer workingeducation but demonstrated fewer working

years and had fewer children (Blinc, 2002).years and had fewer children (Blinc, 2002).

What arises is the question of whetherWhat arises is the question of whether

the ‘many genes of small effect’ or thethe ‘many genes of small effect’ or the

‘few genes of large effect’ model is best sui-‘few genes of large effect’ model is best sui-

ted to explaining this observation of antici-ted to explaining this observation of antici-

pation of schizophrenia.pation of schizophrenia.
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Attention-deficit hyperactivityAttention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder and mood disordersdisorder andmood disorders
in adultsin adults

AshersonAsherson et alet al (2007) raise some important(2007) raise some important

issues regarding adult attention-deficitissues regarding adult attention-deficit

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). They statehyperactivity disorder (ADHD). They state

that some symptoms of bipolar disorderthat some symptoms of bipolar disorder

are similar to those of ADHD but the dis-are similar to those of ADHD but the dis-

tinction is not difficult. However, althoughtinction is not difficult. However, although

ADHD and classic euphoric mania (bipolarADHD and classic euphoric mania (bipolar

I) may be distinct, differentiation of ADHDI) may be distinct, differentiation of ADHD

and bipolar disorder may be difficult,and bipolar disorder may be difficult,

especially in bipolar II, bipolar-spectrumespecially in bipolar II, bipolar-spectrum

disorder and episodes of mixed symptoma-disorder and episodes of mixed symptoma-

tology. At times, it may be almost imposs-tology. At times, it may be almost imposs-

ible to discriminate solely by symptoms.ible to discriminate solely by symptoms.

Irritability, excessive activity, impulsive be-Irritability, excessive activity, impulsive be-

haviour, poor judgement and denial of pro-haviour, poor judgement and denial of pro-

blems are characteristic of both ADHD andblems are characteristic of both ADHD and

bipolar disorder, thus making diagnosis dif-bipolar disorder, thus making diagnosis dif-

ficult. The two also clearly occur togetherficult. The two also clearly occur together

in some individuals: the reported overallin some individuals: the reported overall

lifetime prevalence of comorbid ADHD inlifetime prevalence of comorbid ADHD in

people with bipolar disorder is 9.5%people with bipolar disorder is 9.5%

(Nierenberg(Nierenberg et alet al, 2005); comorbidity with, 2005); comorbidity with

unipolar disorder is also frequent.unipolar disorder is also frequent.

AshersonAsherson et alet al state that ADHD is astate that ADHD is a

persistent trait whereas bipolar disorder ispersistent trait whereas bipolar disorder is

episodic. However, inter-episodic symp-episodic. However, inter-episodic symp-

toms are common in bipolar disorder andtoms are common in bipolar disorder and

the course of both bi- and unipolar disorderthe course of both bi- and unipolar disorder

is frequently chronic; for example, up tois frequently chronic; for example, up to

13% of people with bipolar disorder report13% of people with bipolar disorder report

continuous cycling without a well phasecontinuous cycling without a well phase
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CORRESPONDENCECORRESPONDENCE

and 54% are not fully euthymic betweenand 54% are not fully euthymic between

episodes (Kupkaepisodes (Kupka et alet al, 2001)., 2001).

Children of mothers with bipolar I dis-Children of mothers with bipolar I dis-

order have increased rates of both unipolarorder have increased rates of both unipolar

disorder and ADHD, further suggesting adisorder and ADHD, further suggesting a

neurobiological overlap of these three diag-neurobiological overlap of these three diag-

noses. Hirshfeld-Beckernoses. Hirshfeld-Becker et alet al (2006) report(2006) report

significantly higher rates (23.5%) ofsignificantly higher rates (23.5%) of

ADHD in offspring of parents with bipolarADHD in offspring of parents with bipolar

disorder compared with psychiatric com-disorder compared with psychiatric com-

parison parents (8.4%) and non-psychiatricparison parents (8.4%) and non-psychiatric

comparison parents (4.2%).comparison parents (4.2%).

Drug treatments also overlap. Stimulant-Drug treatments also overlap. Stimulant-

type medication has been used in bipolartype medication has been used in bipolar

depression, and newer medications such asdepression, and newer medications such as

atomoxetine have similar pharmacologicalatomoxetine have similar pharmacological

characteristics to some antidepressantscharacteristics to some antidepressants

(Lydon & El-Mallakh, 2006). Catechol-(Lydon & El-Mallakh, 2006). Catechol-

aminergic antidepressants are not onlyaminergic antidepressants are not only

potentially of benefit in ADHD but maypotentially of benefit in ADHD but may

be less likely to destabilise bipolar disorder.be less likely to destabilise bipolar disorder.

There is thus a clinical and neurobiolo-There is thus a clinical and neurobiolo-

gical overlap between ADHD, bipolar andgical overlap between ADHD, bipolar and

unipolar disorder. Ashersonunipolar disorder. Asherson et alet al’s timely’s timely

editorial has reminded us that ADHD ineditorial has reminded us that ADHD in

adults should not be overlooked and thatadults should not be overlooked and that

further research is needed to clarify itsfurther research is needed to clarify its

impact on other adult psychopathologyimpact on other adult psychopathology

and comorbidity, particularly in moodand comorbidity, particularly in mood

disorders.disorders.
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Authors’ reply:Authors’ reply: Kuan & Young pointKuan & Young point

out that further research into the role ofout that further research into the role of

mood symptoms in attention-deficit hyper-mood symptoms in attention-deficit hyper-

activity disorder (ADHD) is essential. In aactivity disorder (ADHD) is essential. In a

recent study of 141 adults with ADHD,recent study of 141 adults with ADHD,

95% were found to have mood symptoms,95% were found to have mood symptoms,

chiefly mood instability (Kooij, 2007). Wechiefly mood instability (Kooij, 2007). We

observe that in adult ADHD mood instabil-observe that in adult ADHD mood instabil-

ity frequently responds to stimulants overity frequently responds to stimulants over

the same time course as core ADHD symp-the same time course as core ADHD symp-

toms, an observation reported by others.toms, an observation reported by others.

This has led to the suggestion that moodThis has led to the suggestion that mood

dysregulation might represent a core im-dysregulation might represent a core im-

pairment in adult ADHD, perhaps relatedpairment in adult ADHD, perhaps related

to the same processes that cause dysregula-to the same processes that cause dysregula-

tion of other executive processes.tion of other executive processes.

Despite these observations the relation-Despite these observations the relation-

ship of ADHD to mood disorders is contro-ship of ADHD to mood disorders is contro-

versial. The controversy has arisen in theversial. The controversy has arisen in the

context of paediatric bipolar disorder,context of paediatric bipolar disorder,

where the distinction from ADHD is madewhere the distinction from ADHD is made

difficult if one chooses to view irritabilitydifficult if one chooses to view irritability

as a sufficient manifestation of bipolar dis-as a sufficient manifestation of bipolar dis-

order and if the requirement for episodicityorder and if the requirement for episodicity

is not strictly applied. However, availableis not strictly applied. However, available

validation studies for the construct of pae-validation studies for the construct of pae-

diatric bipolar disorder use elation and/ordiatric bipolar disorder use elation and/or

grandiosity as cardinal symptoms, rathergrandiosity as cardinal symptoms, rather

than irritability. Narrowly defined paedia-than irritability. Narrowly defined paedia-

tric bipolar disorder can be differentiatedtric bipolar disorder can be differentiated

from ADHD, shows longitudinal stabilityfrom ADHD, shows longitudinal stability

and has plausible familial aggregation pat-and has plausible familial aggregation pat-

terns (Geller & Tillman, 2005; Gellerterns (Geller & Tillman, 2005; Geller etet

alal, 2006). Recent evidence suggests that, 2006). Recent evidence suggests that

the narrowly defined disorder can be distin-the narrowly defined disorder can be distin-

guished at the behavioural and electro-guished at the behavioural and electro-

physiological level from broadly construedphysiological level from broadly construed

disorder (Richdisorder (Rich et alet al, 2007). Conversely, it, 2007). Conversely, it

has been argued that the intensity of irrit-has been argued that the intensity of irrit-

ability (Mickability (Mick et alet al, 2005) and its temporal, 2005) and its temporal

pattern (chronic or episodic) can distin-pattern (chronic or episodic) can distin-

guish paediatric bipolar disorder fromguish paediatric bipolar disorder from

ADHD (LeibenluftADHD (Leibenluft et alet al, 2006). The family, 2006). The family

study of Hirschfeld-Beckerstudy of Hirschfeld-Becker et alet al (2006) is(2006) is

intriguing, yet the sample size is small (12intriguing, yet the sample size is small (12

families with bipolar I disorder, 11 withfamilies with bipolar I disorder, 11 with

bipolar II disorder), and further work isbipolar II disorder), and further work is

needed to clarify the rates of ADHD amongneeded to clarify the rates of ADHD among

relatives with narrowly definedrelatives with narrowly defined v.v. broadlybroadly

defined bipolar disorder.defined bipolar disorder.

One of the main questions to be ad-One of the main questions to be ad-

dressed relates to how valid a diagnosticdressed relates to how valid a diagnostic

concept broadly defined bipolar disorderconcept broadly defined bipolar disorder

is, or whether mood instability/irritabilityis, or whether mood instability/irritability

in the presence of ADHD may be morein the presence of ADHD may be more

adequately described by a new dimension,adequately described by a new dimension,

such as mood dysregulation (Brotmansuch as mood dysregulation (Brotman etet

alal, 2006). Until the relevant empirical data, 2006). Until the relevant empirical data

become available, we see merit in maintain-become available, we see merit in maintain-

ing the classic definition of mania, so that aing the classic definition of mania, so that a

diagnosis of bipolar disorder requiresdiagnosis of bipolar disorder requires

euphoria, grandiosity and episodicity, andeuphoria, grandiosity and episodicity, and

the differential between ADHD and bipolarthe differential between ADHD and bipolar

disorder remains explicit.disorder remains explicit.
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